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ABSTRACT
Studies of minimalist multi-robot systems consider multiple robotic agents, each
with limited individual capabilities, but with the capacity for self-organization in
order to collectively perform coordinated tasks. Object clustering is a widely stud-
ied task in which self-organized robots form piles from dispersed objects. Our work
considers a variation of an object clustering derived from the influential ant-inspired
work of Beckers, Holland and Deneubourg which proposed stigmergy as a design
principle for such multi-robot systems. Since puck mechanics contribute to cluster
accrual dynamics, we studied a new scenario with square objects because these pucks
into clusters differently from cylindrical ones. Although central clusters are usually
desired, workspace boundaries can cause perimeter cluster formation to dominate.
This research demonstrates successful clustering of square boxes - an especially chal-
lenging instance since flat edges exacerbate adhesion to boundaries - using simpler
robots than previous published research. Our solution consists of two novel be-
haviours, Twisting and Digging, which exploit the objects’ geometry to pry boxes
free from boundaries. Physical robot experiments illustrate that cooperation between
twisters and diggers can succeed in forming a single central cluster. We empirically
explored the significance of different divisions of labor by measuring the spatial dis-
tribution of robots and the system performance. Data from over 40 hours of physical
robot experiments show that different divisions of labor have distinct features, e.g.,
one is reliable while another is especially efficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Studies of self-organized multi-robot systems consider multiple agents, each with
limited individual capabilities, but with the capacity for synergistic interaction in
order to collectively perform tasks. Unlike the more common intentional distributed
robot teams, the group’s functionality emerges through feedback mediated by the
environment and is the product of action rather than representation or calculated
reasoning [11]. Self-organized robot swarms have attractive potential advantages:
simple hardware allows for the production cheap, specialized, robust units which
exploit economies of scale. But designing a self-organized system to perform given
task remains more art than science. This paper presents one success in this regard.
We tackle an important variation of an archetypal task, first identifying the compli-
cations that the arise in our particular instance, then proposing and demonstrating
novel a solution.
We consider a variation of an object clustering task which involves gathering spa-
tially distributed objects into a single central pile. Akin to raking leaves in a yard,
clustering simplifies subsequent handling and is most useful as an early step in a
pipeline of processing steps. The clustering domain was extremely influential in the
early years of multi-robot research perhaps partly because of its analogy to ceme-
tery organization and brood sorting by ants [3, 1, 6]. Although the task is ideal for
studying the role of physics and environmental interactions in producing complex
collective behavior, the recent trend has been toward explicitly coordinated robot
systems. This is reflected in the fact that clustering drew only limited attention in
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from ”Self-Organized Clustering of Square
Objects by Multiple Robots” by Yong Song, Jung-Hwan Kim, and Dylan Shell, Swarm Intelligence,
7461:308–315, Copyright[2012] by Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
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the last decade. The focus of this paper is on clustering objects that are square,
which is an important direction because [i] these objects are more potentially useful
for applications (specifically, construction involving bricks), and [ii] the task is more
challenging since the object geometry causes radically different packings and sensi-
tivity to environmental boundaries which cause existing approaches to fail to form
spatially centralized clusters.
In this paper, we propose two simple behaviors Twisting and Digging that exploit
the shape of the objects in order to pry them free of boundaries. A group of robots
executing mixture of these two behaviors is able to repeatedly form central clusters.
We examined the effect of different numbers of twisters and diggers on the system’s
performance, empirically determining the most reliable and most efficient divisions
of labor. We also present data from experiments with 5 and 10 robots, showing a
decrease in mean time to form clusters and an increase in variance due to interference
with the larger system. This study maintains the experimental tradition of work on
self-organized clustering by focusing on data collected with physical robots. Data
recorded from over 40 hours of experiments are reported.
The following are the paper’s primary contributions:
• Minimalism: In addition to tackling a more useful and more difficult clustering
problem, the successful demonstration employs simpler robots than prior published
accounts. Chapter 2 details the basis for this claim.
• An assessment of theory: Data from experiments with 5 robtos, n = 5, empirically
verify Kazadi’s cluster growth theory [7], until now validated solely with simula-
tions of hypothetical robots. Data with n = 10 appear to show that his necessary
condition may be violated in practice.
• Division of labor: The mixed strategy we employ is the first examination of the
2
division of labor for clustering, and illustrates that it can play an important role.
• New way to address boundary effects: Previous research has indicated that cluster
formation on the boundaries is a problem; a wide range of solutions have been pro-
posed. This paper describes an effective solution which uses structured motion to
take advantage of the physical packing of the items rather than relying on sensing
information. Because this does not depend on the robot disambiguating particular
circumstances (i.e., the robot is unaware of the distinction between a boundary or
any other obstacle), but rather it is the context within which the actions are exe-
cuted that produces the desired outcome, this resolution is particularly satisfying
from a self-organization perspective. The approach is more consistent than prior
work in that the clustering process is also described as depending primarily on the
physics of the robot-environment interaction for its success.
• Importance of spatial distribution: The approach employed in this paper is novel
because the mixed twister and digger strategy operates primarily by manipulating
the spatial distribution of robots. This is in contrast to other techniques which
involve sophisticated rules for when objects are released (e.g.,[6].) Thus far, analysis
techniques (e.g., [7, 10]) only consider spatially homogeneous distributions.
Further motivation and related work appear in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the
materials, the experimental environment, and methods. In Chapter 4, we present
the primitive algorithm used for clustering and the new behaviors we introduce is
described and examined in the following section. Chapter 6 presents the dynamics
and empirical characterization of performance as a function of division of labor. We
also examine the effect of the number of robots in Chapter 7.
3
2. MOTIVATION & RELATED WORK
Object clustering with multiple robots has widely been studied in robotics. In-
spired by ants’ brood sorting, Deneubourg et al. [3] presented an early distributed
sorting algorithm and applied to a simulated multi-agent system. Sorting was achieved
with a simple algorithm with only a local density sensor and no direct communication
between agents. Inspired by earlier biological models [4], Beckers et al. [1] conducted
an early physical robot experiment and demonstrated clustering without needing a
density sensor, employing a binary threshold sensor in its place. They also gave
an initial explanation for the emergence of clusters on the basis of the geometry of
the piles. Along with this own clustering demonstration [10], Martinoli [9] was able
to quantify this geometric notion under the assumption of rotationally symmetric
piles. The idea is essentially that in order to draw a puck away from a cluster, a
robot must move past it at a particular angle. Small clusters have more angles at
which pucks will be removed than big clusters and, additionally, larger clusters are
proportionately more likely to be encountered for puck deposits. Thereafter, Kazadi
et al. [7] introduced a model which formalizes precise conditions under which cluster
formation will occur.
Holland and Melhuish [6] extended the task of object clustering to spatial sorting,
requiring the classification of objects based on their types. Most relevant to this
paper, they had a detailed description of the effect of environment boundaries. They
conducted several experiments in which clusters formed at the edge of their arena.
Flat boundaries, after all, have all the properties of a very large cluster. We believe
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from ”Self-Organized Clustering of Square
Objects by Multiple Robots” by Yong Song, Jung-Hwan Kim, and Dylan Shell, Swarm Intelligence,
7461:308–315, Copyright[2012] by Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
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that their paper is the most systematic empirical study of this boundary effect and
how it might be overcome to date. They proposed an algorithmic solution to the
problem: since their U-bots can detect and measure the distance to the boundary,
the robots opted not to deposit frisbees (the objects they cluster) if they are too
close to the boundary. Since our robots are unable to distinguish objects, robots,
and boundaries, their solution cannot be applied to our scenario.
Bonabeau et al. [2] describe a similar “preference” for cluster formation along
boundaries within a biological system. Several of the preceding studies [3, 1, 6]
explained clustering through stigmergy, a term coined by Grasse´ [5] in studying
wasp nest construction. It describes how an environment, modified by agents’ actions
previously, affects subsequent task performance by the agents. Although, far from
being a concrete engineering principle, the observation that this idea is applicable in
several contexts is powerful. More recent connections between robot clustering and
biological models have been published [12].
Almost all previously published work in robotic clustering considers cylindrical
pucks. Using square objects makes the task rather challenging because flat edges
exacerbate adhesion to the boundary wall. Once against the wall, it is particularly
difficult for a cylindrical robot to move a box into the center of the workspace.
This can be observed in the video posted by Vaughan’s Autonomy Lab in which
36 iRobot Creates successfully created clusters of square objects running only their
default demo program. Most of the clusters form on the boundary,
We thank Vaughan’s Autonomy Lab at SFU for posting this video as it inspired this paper.
The video can be seen at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b kZmatqAaQ
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Table 2.1 is a comparative summary of robots’ capabilities and experimental
environments in the most closely related work. It shows that all of the papers employ
richer sensing: including sensors to detect and differentiate other robots, objects, and
boundaries. Many of the robots are equipped with manipulation mechanisms of one
sort or another (grippers, C-shaped scoops, shovel, etc.) that pick up or hold objects.
We consider simpler robots with a front bumper and a single IR proximity sensor.
The robots are able to recognize the existence of an obstacle in the IR sensor, but
cannot ascertain its type. Interestingly, the rows in the table which describe the most
simple robots either produce boundary clusters or give them special treatment. For
example, Maris and Boeckhorst [8] considered objects to be “lost” once they were
pushed against a wall.
7
3. MATERIALS & METHODS
We use iRobot Creates, as shown in Figure 3.1, cheap robots about 30cm in di-
ameter. The robots employ a differential drive mechanism with two wheels and a
passive caster. Through this mechanism, the robot can move forward or backward,
perform steering while moving, and turn in place. The robots have only two sensors.
The robot has a bumper, which is used to detect the presence of objects in front
of the robot. The bumper is only depressed when the force against them exceeds a
predefined threshold. Also, the robot is equipped with a single IR proximity sensor
on its right side, which is used for sensing the distance to an object. Those inputs
do not enable the robots to determine the type of object detected.
Figure 3.1: Anatomy of iRobot Creates. Source : http://wwww.irobot.com
We consider square boxes (35cm×35cm), similar in size to the robot, as the ob-
ject for clustering. For practicable operation with our robots, the boxes have the
following crucial property: although an individual box has an insufficient mass to
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from ”Self-Organized Clustering of Square
Objects by Multiple Robots” by Yong Song, Jung-Hwan Kim, and Dylan Shell, Swarm Intelligence,
7461:308–315, Copyright[2012] by Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
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activate the bump sensor, two or more boxes together have adequate mass to depress
the bumper. Similar to Melhuish and his group (e.g., [6, 12]), we use an octagonal
shaped workplace (4.5m×4.5m.) Figure 3.2a shows the initial configuration used in
all the experiments. Square boxes are uniformly distributed, and robots have fixed
starting positions while their orientations are random.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: (a) initial configuration, (b) an example final configuration using the
basic strategy, and (c) an example final configuration using the mixed strategy (2
Twisters and 3 Diggers.)
In order to analyze the cluster dynamics of a motion strategy, three trials, each
lasting 90 minutes, were conducted for each experimental condition. Experiments
used either 5 or 10 robots and always 20 boxes. All experiments were recorded on
a video camcorder and annotated by observing frames at intervals of 5 seconds. We
employed the following criteria for analyzing cluster dynamics. The size of a cluster
was defined as a group of more than three boxes, each touching at least one other.
(Note that this is a stricter constraint than the usual requirements: most previous
work permitted a small gap between objects; we opted for our definition as it is
unambiguous.) Additionally, we distinguish between boundary clusters and central
clusters since the goal of this work is to produce central clusters. A boundary cluster
is defined as a group which has at least one box touching a wall.
9
4. THE BASIC STRATEGY
4.1 A Baseline for Comparison
Based on the controllers in [1, 6], we implemented the simple algorithm shown in
Figure 4.1. In this strategy, robots move straight, they then turn to a random di-
rection, and return to moving straight when their bumpers are pressed. The robots’
next operations are determined based only on local information, i.e., their bumper
sensors.
Start
Bumper 
Pressed?
Make a 
Random Turn
Go Straight
Yes
No
Figure 4.1: Flowchart showing the basic behavior.
4.2 Resulting Cluster Dynamics in the Basic Strategy
Figure 3.2b shows the final configuration of the first execution of the basic strat-
egy. In all three trials, the robots produced clusters of square boxes, but most clusters
formed on the boundary. (cf. Experiment 2 in [1].) The results underscore the earlier
statement: the boundary has a critical effect on the cluster formation since a wall
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from ”Self-Organized Clustering of Square
Objects by Multiple Robots” by Yong Song, Jung-Hwan Kim, and Dylan Shell, Swarm Intelligence,
7461:308–315, Copyright[2012] by Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
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has all the properties of a large cluster. The workspace walls buttress the partial
structures, and the box’s flat edge means that the motion required to dislodge such
boxes occurs only infrequently. Once a box is attached on the boundary, it is unlikely
to move into the center.
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5. THE MIXED STRATEGY
5.1 Prying Boxes Loose: Two New Motions
We propose two new behaviors to overcome the effect of the boundary and to
increase the formation of a single central cluster of boxes. Our approach exploits the
mechanics of square objects: as shown in Figure 5.1, hitting the corner of a box can
pry it loose from a tight packing. This reduces the area in contact with the wall and
makes subsequent separation more likely, especially if repetitive motions are used.
Based on this concept, we introduce two new behaviors, twisting or digging. Either of
them have the prying motion. The next sub-sections show details of those behaviors.
We call the overall approach mixed strategy because they involve two complementary
behaviors that the robots in the group perform concurrently. We name a robot in
the twisting behavior a twister and a robot in the digging behavior a digger. It is
important to stress the simplicity of both operations. Compared to the basic strat-
egy, only one IR proximity sensor is added to the robots.
Box
BoxBox
Detect
Box
45˚
Figure 5.1: Prying boxes away from the wall.
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from ”Self-Organized Clustering of Square
Objects by Multiple Robots” by Yong Song, Jung-Hwan Kim, and Dylan Shell, Swarm Intelligence,
7461:308–315, Copyright[2012] by Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
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Digger
Twister
To the central region
To the boundary
Boundary
Figure 5.2: Trajectories of the twisters and diggers after the prying motion.
Figure 5.2 shows trajectories of both motion behaviors on the boundary after a
bump or time out (the latter, only for the twisters.) Diggers move along curved arc
to find a wall, while twisters keep going into the center region in which a box might
be pushed. Hypothetically, the twisters are more likely to push objects against a wall
or bring objects into the central region. On the other hand, the diggers effectively
generate gaps between boxes and boundaries, but there is a small chance for the
objects to be brought into the central region since robots stay near the boundaries.
5.1.1 Twisting Behavior
The essential operation of a Twister is to strike a box at 45◦, and then drive
straight for 3 seconds. The box is shifted through this prying motion. With luck
other robots that reach the box subsequently butt the twisted box and bring the box
into the center, as shown in Figure 5.3a.
45˚
(a) Twisting.
Box
Wall
Following
Wall
Following
(b) Digging.
Figure 5.3: Twisting and digging behaviors on the boundary.
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In the best case, a box may be removed from the boundary in only two actions.
Thus, it suffices to increase the likelihood of generating central clusters. In order to
raise the probability of contact with boundary boxes, the robot operates in a wall
following mode when the IR sensor detects any sort of object. In the case that there
is only one box in front of the robot, it cannot detect the box because an individual
box has an insufficient mass to activate the bump sensor. The robot will simply keep
pushing it into the corner of the workplace. Since it can be counter-productive to
continue wall following, the robots only do so for 5 seconds, then perform a prying
motion and moves toward the arena interior. The motion of the robot in the arena’s
central region is the same as the basic strategy. Figure 5.4 shows the flowchart of
the detailed algorithm.
Start
Bumper
Pressed?
Timer
On?
Object
Detected?
Timer
On?
Reduce
Timer
Follow
Object
Time
Out?
Turn On
Timer
Turn Off
Timer
Rotate &
Push
Make a
Random Turn
No Yes
No Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes Go Straight
No
Object
Detected?
Yes
No
Figure 5.4: Flowchart of the twisting behavior (the shaded part indicates the prying
motion.)
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5.1.2 Digging Behavior
Although the robots in the twisting behavior can separate square objects from
the boundary and produce central clusters, they are inefficient because the robots
have the low chance of detecting a wall with their single IR sensor. To improve the
overall performance, we propose a Digging Behavior. Figure 5.3b shows the principal
objectives of the digging behavior: further separating the twisted boxes from walls
and aiding in the prevention of boundary cluster growth. Unlike twisters, the robot
remains in wall-following mode when its IR sensor detects an object. This method
increases the probability that a robot will encounter a box on the wall and detach
it. In addition, the robot tries to find a boundary with the movement in a curved
path instead of a straight trajectory. Except for these two exceptions, the digging
robots perform the same as the prying motion as twisters. The flowchart detailing
the behavior is in Figure 5.5.
Start
Bumper
Pressed?
Object
Detected?
Follow
Object
Rotate &
Push
Make a
Random Turn
No Yes
Yes
Move Along
Curved Arc
Object
Detected?
Yes
No
No
Figure 5.5: Flowchart of the digging behavior (the shaded part indicates the prying
motion.)
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5.2 Resulting Cluster Dynamics in the Mixed Strategy
We also carried out three experimental trials under the conditions identical to
the basic strategy case in order to verify the clustering performance of the mixed
strategy. Five robots were used in our trials for the mixed strategy, two employed
the twisting behavior and three the digging behavior. Although the twisting and
the digging operations are complementary, the division of labor affects the overall
performance. We present the details of the performances and clustering dynamics
under different divisions of labor in Section 6.
Figure 5.6: A comparison of clustering performance (20 boxes and 5 robots.) Vertical
axis is the size of the largest central cluster (essentially the same performance metric
employed by [1].) The horizontal axis is time measured in minutes.
Figure 3.2c shows the final configuration of the first trial in the mixed strategy.
Unlike to the basic strategy, a single large cluster emerged in the middle of the
arena in all three trials. The robots successfully detached the boxes in the boundary
clusters and conveyed them to the central region. Figure 5.6 presents the average
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size of the biggest central clusters and their standard deviations through the time
for the basic and mixed strategies. Although several clusters were formed initially in
the central region, frequent collisions with the robots, in the basic strategy, provoked
the collapse of central clusters within 20 minutes in any of the trials. At the end, no
central cluster had been constructed, while several boundary clusters emerged in the
arena. In contrast, the average size of the remaining clusters with the mixed strategy
after 90 minutes was 19.33 while no boundary cluster had formed. In addition,
the average lifetimes of all boundary clusters were 2298.13 and 719.00 seconds, and
standard deviations were 2083.71 and 403.01 seconds for basic and mixed strategies.
The results verify that our proposed motion strategy can overcome successfully the
boundary effect and collect spatially distributed objects into only one pile at the
designated position. (Additional detail for the mixed strategy can be seen in the
second figure on page 20.)
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6. ANALYSIS OF DIVISION OF LABOR
The successful results of the mixed strategy caused us to broaden our scope to
consider the problem of improving the overall efficiency by tuning the division of
labor. Therefore, we extended the experiments to various cases with the different
ratios of twisters to diggers, and then analyzed experimental results in each case.
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Figure 6.1: Averaged spatial distribution of robots (central versus boundary regions)
with respect to division of labor.
The most significant difference between twisting and digging behaviors is the spa-
tial distribution of the robots. Due to the low probability of detecting a wall for the
twister, twisters end up going around the workspace, while diggers spend compara-
tively more time near walls. Figure 6.1 shows the averaged spatial distributions of
the robots for particular divisions of labor (these data were collected without any
boxes as a baseline.) Note: we assume that the robots in basic strategy are uniformly
distributed due to their random turn. The numbers of robots for each case are nor-
malized by the number of robots in the basic case. As the ratio of diggers increases,
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from ”Self-Organized Clustering of Square
Objects by Multiple Robots” by Yong Song, Jung-Hwan Kim, and Dylan Shell, Swarm Intelligence,
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a box on the boundary is more likely to be separated from the wall. However, it does
not guarantee that the separated object will be brought into a central cluster since
a digger will remain along the wall after the prying operation. From those analyses,
we next consider how these differences in spatial distribution might affect clustering
task progress.
6.1 Clustering Performances of Differing Divisions of Labor
We conducted out three trials for all possible combinations of the twister (T)
and the digger (D), from no twisters and five diggers (0T5D) to five twisters and no
diggers (5T0D), under identical conditions as the previous experiments. Figure 6.2
shows the averaged size of the largest central clusters for each case.
Figure 6.2: Averaged performance with respect to different Divisions of Labor.
Contrary to our expectation that all cases could achieve a satisfactory clustering
performance, only three trials succeeded in forming a single central cluster having
all 20 boxes within 90 minutes except for 2T3D case. The successful cases were the
first and second trials in 4T1D, and the third trial in 0T5D. However, we observed
that since experiments, not formed a single central cluster, were still performing the
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clustering task at the end of the run, the robots could achieve the goal given more
time. Even though many experiments failed to gather all distributed objects into
a single central cluster within the given time, we were interested in the question of
whether, given unlimited time, all combinations would form a single central cluster.
We examine this question using Cluster Growth theory in the next section.
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Figure 6.3: A ternary plot detailing the cluster dynamics for each trial for two
divisions of labor.
Because Figure 6.2 is a comparative summary of many experiments and shows
the means of the three trials for each division of labor, it hides a few interesting
facts. For example, the 1T4D case appears to perform poorly compared to 2T3D.
In fact, it was a very capable division of labor and once form a complete central
cluster in the shortest observed time of 25 minutes. However, 1T4D also failed in
one of its three trials. This illustrates that while 2T3D is to be preferred for reliable
clustering, 1T4D may be preferred for efficient clustering. Figure 6.3 shows the box
cluster dynamics for each of the three runs. Lack of spread in the random motion
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on the ternary coordinate system gives an indication of how directed the cluster
formation dynamics where. The blue trial for 1T4D was extremely efficient, while
the magenta trial had some number of boxes on the boundary. The reliability (and
comparatively longer time) is visible in the 2T3D case as all the paths converge to
the lower right corner.
6.2 Cluster Dynamics under Differing Divisions of Labor
According to the theoretical dynamics of clustering systems, proposed by Kazadi
et al. [7], a sufficient condition for the convergence of puck clustering systems is that
the ratio of puck removal and puck deposit is monotonically decreasing. The cluster
formation function,
g(n) =
Total number of box removal in cluster size, n
Total number of box deposit in cluster size, n
, (6.1)
describes the ratio of the rates of object attrition and accretion for a given cluster
size, n. The original analysis ignores the effect of the boundary, so we separated
the two cluster types. One would expect to have one g(n) for central clusters and
another for the boundary clusters. Given our focus on central clusters, we are only
interested in the former. To summarize Kazadi et al.’s results: g(n) < 1 means that
the cluster has an accretive tendency since deposits exceed removals; g(n) > 1 means
that the cluster has an attritional tendency because the number of boxes deposited
is smaller than the number removed; and g(n) = 1 is an equilibrium condition.
In order to identify the effect of differing divisions of labor on generating a single
central cluster, the dynamics of cluster formation in only the central region is suf-
ficient. The slope of g(n) affects the cluster accretive tendency. From now on, we
obtain g(n; t; d) by adding two parameters, the number of twisters, t, and the number
of diggers, d. Through the experimental results, we obtained the curves of g(n; t; d)
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Figure 6.4: Clustering dynamics for particular Divisions of Labor.
for differing divisions of labor. Figure 6.4 shows g(·) functions, fitted using least-
squares regression, to annotated data for both the numerator and the denominator
expressions in (6.1). These represent the first empirically measured g(·) functions
for physical robot experiments that we are aware of. As shown in Figure 6.4, ex-
cept for the 0T5D case, all values of g(n; t; d) are monotonically decreasing and are
located below 1. On the basis of Kazadi et al.’s result this would prove that each
division of labor guarantees forming a single central cluster if sufficient time is al-
lowed. (See Section 7 where we cast some doubt on their theoretical condition.) The
case of 0T5D can be explained by the spatial distribution of the robots: the diggers
effectively generate gaps between boxes and boundaries, but the objects are rarely
brought into the central region because the robots tend to stay near the boundaries.
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7. THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF ROBOTS
We also explored the effect of additional robots on the characteristics of the clus-
tering task performance Boeckhorst [8] showed that the size of a group is a critical
factor in system performance since robot-to-robot interactions increase with greater
numbers of robots. They present data showing that the mean time to achieve a
single central cluster first decreases with additional robots, but then increases after
the certain point. Although interactions can improve the overall performance, it
can also be harmful, potentially breaking down existing clusters. In order to un-
derstand the effect of the number of robots, we carried out experiments with 10
robots, maintaining proportions consistent with the previous case for 2T3D. The ba-
sic strategy was also evaluated. In other words, we used four twisters and six diggers.
Figure 7.1: A comparison of clustering performance (20 boxes and 10 robots.) Verti-
cal axis is the size of the largest central cluster. The horizontal axis is time measured
in minutes.
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from ”Self-Organized Clustering of Square
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Figure 7.1 shows a clustering performance of the basic strategy and the mixed
strategy (4T6D.) Compared to the 5 robot cases (see Figure 5.6), the task perfor-
mances of both the basic and mixed strategies had qualitatively similar tendencies.
In the basic strategy, few small central clusters were formed initially, but no central
cluster emerged. In contrast, in the mixed strategy, the clustering performance in-
creased gradually with time and formed the cluster having 19 boxes in the end in
two of the three runs; the third run produced two central clusters, but no boundary
clusters. However, some interesting differences between 5 and 10 robots experiments
should be noted: the progress of clustering task was faster. With 10 robots, central
clusters, in basic strategy, were easily broken down compared to the 5 robots case,
taking an average time of 17 minutes (compared to 20 minutes) until all central
clusters were disappeared. On the other hand, in the mixed strategy, less time was
required to reach a single central cluster having 16 boxes (80%) as the number of
robots changes from 5 to 10: the average time decreases from 48 minutes to 33 min-
utes. Although the greater numbers of robots reduce the required time, it appeared
to cause the performance to fluctuate more.
Figure 7.2: Clustering dynamics with 10 robots.
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In the experiments involving 10 robots, we performed analysis analogous to that
presented in 6.2. Figure 7.2 plots the clusters’ transitions and g(n) curves in the
basic and mixed (4T6D) strategies for the 10 robots case. In the basic strategy, the
g(n) curve is below 1, and it means that luster cannot be formed in the central
region. However, in the mixed strategy, the curve of g(n) is different although the
cluster transition rate is analogous to the case using 5 robots. The condition of
convergence identified by Kazadi et al. [7], decreasing monotonicity, appears to be
violated. Nevertheless, in practice a single cluster is repeatedly and reliably formed.
We believe that this is still reasonable since g(n) is less than one. This empirical
result suggests that the convexity condition, while a sufficient condition, is not a
necessary one. The experimental results with 10 robots also verify that our proposed
strategy can successfully collect spatially distributed objects into only one pile with
different numbers of robots.
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8. CONCLUSION
This paper studied an object clustering task in a multi-robot system in which the
robots employ simple local interaction rules to gather square objects into a single
pile in the center of their workspace. Only implicit, environment mediated commu-
nication is required by this minimalist system. Our work is differentiated by two
key aspects: first, we cluster square objects. These are both more challenging and
potentially more useful than previous cases. Secondly, we employ less capable robots
than previous work.
Through physical robot experiments, we demonstrated that the combination of
two complementary behaviors, twisting and digging, permits the robots to overcome
effect of the boundary and successfully form only one central cluster. Since a single
box is imperceptible to the robots, both behaviors resolve partial sensor blindness
problem via open-loop control strategies. It does this actually exploiting the object
geometry to break it free from the regular packing cluster that square boxes form.
The approach we have taken uses mechanical interactions with boxes on the perime-
ter, and emphasizes action rather than sensing. In this regard it is closer to the spirit
underlying the self-organized clustering process itself.
Additionally, we investigated the affect of different proportions of diggers and
twisters, illustrating that selection of the appropriate ratio is important. This repre-
sents a new task domain for division of labor problems. we examined cluster growth
properties through theoretical model of clustering system proposed by Kazadi et
al. [7]. Kazadi’s theory requires some modification to describe the collective behav-
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from ”Self-Organized Clustering of Square
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ior of our multi-robot system. Our data are the first empirically determined cluster
formation functions for physical robots that we are aware of. At least in the case of
10 robots, they present some challenges.
Our work focuses on managing the spatial distribution of robots rather than
specialized manipulation of the objects. In this regard it is a departure from the focus
within the literature, which assumes a uniform distribution of robots. It suggests
that one way to direct such self-organized systems might be to influence where they
spend their time in the environment. This simple idea, it seems, has not been the
focus of existing implicitly coordinated minimalist robot systems.
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